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Criminalisation of cartels and bid rigging conspiracies: a focus on custodial sentences

- Background note by the Secretariat* -

Notwithstanding the increased adoption of criminal sanctions, there is no international consensus on criminalisation of cartels, and in particular on custodial sentences against individuals. This paper aims at providing guidance on the benefits and challenges of criminal enforcement, focussing on custodial sentences.

It describes the economic deterrence theory and the retribution theory that have emerged in the criminalisation debate and summarises the main concerns raised in relation to each theory. It offers an overview of criminalisation trends across jurisdictions, and it identifies the key institutional and procedural questions to be carefully assessed when a jurisdiction considers the criminalisation of cartels. It also discusses the benefits and main challenges for international co-operation between jurisdictions that pursue criminal enforcement and those that focus on administrative/civil enforcement, and the effects of criminalisation on leniency programmes.

A case can be made in favour of criminalisation of antitrust enforcement against cartels and bid rigging offences, in particular in favour of custodial sentences against individuals, to complement sanctions against companies. However, not all enforcement regimes are currently built for successful criminalisation. The paper concludes that jurisdictions should gradually build institutions before introducing criminalisation, and that each jurisdiction should determine the right mix of sanctions, depending – among other factors – on social norms, the existing legal framework, resources of competition agencies and the relationship between the competition agency and prosecution authorities. The introduction of criminal enforcement also requires significant advocacy efforts directed at key institutional stakeholders and the general public.

* This paper was prepared by Matteo Giangaspero of the OECD Competition Division. The document benefitted from comments from Antonio Capobianco, Sabine Zigelski, Paulo Burnier Da Silveira, Pedro Caro de Sousa, Renato Ferrandi and Isolde Lueckenhausen, and research assistance by Fumihiko Okumura (all OECD Competition Division).
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1. Introduction

1. Hard core cartel prosecution is an enforcement priority for competition agencies across jurisdictions. Consequently, effective enforcement against hard core cartels has been an OECD priority topic throughout the last 25 years.

2. In the last few years, as shown below, the number of detected cartels and enforcement actions has not decreased.¹

Figure 1. Average number of cartel decisions per agency by jurisdiction and by region, 2015-2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average number of decisions</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All jurisdictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-OECD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on the 49 jurisdictions that provided data for all four years.

3. Also, several companies that have been fined for cartel offences in the past continue to engage in similar anti-competitive practices.² Indeed, as reported in the OECD Competition Trends 2020, 14% of parent companies in the OECD International Cartels (ICStats) Database³ were directly or indirectly (through subsidiaries) involved in more than one cartel between 1989 and 2018 (OECD, 2020, p. 40[1]).⁴

Figure 2. Serial collusion, 1989-2018


¹ Not shown.
² Not shown.
³ Not shown.
⁴ Not shown.
4. This raises the question whether the investigative and enforcement tools currently available to competition agencies are effective and ensure sufficient deterrence. A related question is whether jurisdictions should adopt criminal sanctions, in conjunction with pecuniary fines and other sanctions imposed through civil or administrative proceedings. In fact, it must be preliminarily noted that criminal sanctions, especially criminal sanctions imposed against individuals, are generally seen as complementary (and not a substitute) for pecuniary sanctions imposed against companies (OECD, 2005, p. 26\[2\]) (Wils, 2013\[3\]).

5. The aim of this background paper is to outline the benefits and challenges of criminal enforcement and custodial sentences, in particular for jurisdictions that have traditionally relied on administrative/civil enforcement. The paper is structured as follows:

- **Section 1** frames the topic, clarifying the focus on hard core cartels, including bid rigging conspiracies, and on custodial sentences against individuals.
- **Section 2** summarises the rationales supporting the imposition of criminal sanctions for antitrust infringements.
- **Section 3** provides an overview of criminalisation of hard core cartels across jurisdictions, focussing on the adoption and the imposition of criminal sanctions (and in particular custodial sentences) against individuals.
- **Section 4** illustrates the main features of antitrust criminal enforcement systems, and the institutional and procedural adjustments required if criminalisation is introduced in administrative and civil enforcement regimes.
- **Section 5** looks at the benefits and challenges for international co-operation resulting from criminalisation trends.
- **Section 6** builds on the analysis and concludes by offering considerations to policy makers and competition agencies on whether and how to pursue criminal enforcement.

### 1.1. Focus on hard core cartels and bid rigging

6. Criminalisation of antitrust regimes is typically limited to hard core cartels, which are recognised as "the most egregious violations of competition law" (OECD, 2019\[4\]). Cartels are considered "the supreme evil of antitrust"\[5\] because a) they are anti-competitive conduct with no efficiencies or pro-competitive benefits; and b) they are secret practices, with cartelists engaging in "acts of concealment" (Werden, 2009, p. 6 and 9\[6\]).

7. The gravity of cartel offences is also reflected in their treatment across jurisdictions as *per se* (United States) or by object (European Union (EU)) restrictions, i.e. punishable without the need to prove their anti-competitive effects or their actual implementation. In the United States, where the Sherman Act allows for criminal enforcement to apply to a broad range of anti-competitive practices, the Department of Justice (DoJ) clearly focuses on hard core infringements. Barnett (2006\[7\]) notes that this provides "established, clear, predictable boundaries for businesses", while preserving resources by "reducing the complexity of proof", for instance without needing economic testimony to establish the violation.

8. In some jurisdictions (e.g. Austria, Belgium, Colombia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Turkey) the scope of criminalisation is further limited to bid rigging conduct. In some instances (e.g. Italy), bid rigging already qualified as a criminal offence before the adoption of competition laws. In others, the decision to focus on bid rigging is often based on the assumption that cartels that affect public institutions (and public finances) are more
reprehensible than other cartels, and therefore should be subject to (stiffer) criminal sanctions (Shaffer, Nesbitt and Weber Waller, 2015, p. 16).9

9. In practice, a tendency to focus on bid rigging conduct is observed also in the United States, where Assistant Attorney General Delrahim recently noted that more than one third of the DoJ’s ongoing investigations related to public procurement or to other practices victimising the government, and in particular the federal government.10

1.2. Focus on custodial sentences

10. This paper focuses on custodial sentences against individual antitrust offenders because, although imprisonment is not necessary for a sanction to be criminal, it is a sufficient condition (Wils, 2005), i.e. imprisonment unequivocally qualifies as a criminal sanction across jurisdictions. The paper also looks at the effectiveness of custodial sentences, and how they are imposed in practice.

11. The paper does not focus on:

- **Criminal fines against companies.** Legal entities can be held criminally liable (even beyond antitrust infringements) and fined accordingly in many jurisdictions. However, similar pecuniary remedies for antitrust infringements are imposed through administrative/civil enforcement and tort damages, especially in those jurisdictions (in particular of civil law) that are reluctant to recognise the criminal liability of legal entities.

- **Other sanctions against companies.** Other sanctions against companies such as disqualification from public bids and adverse publicity orders have significant deterrent effect by impacting on companies’ financial as well as reputation dimensions. However, these decisions are generally a matter of public procurement law (or criminal law) and they are usually taken by the contracting authority, and not by the competition agency.

- **Pecuniary and other non-custodial sanctions against individuals.** Antitrust offenders may be subject to fines (even of a criminal nature) and other non-custodial sanctions, including disqualification orders against companies’ directors (barring individuals from serving as an officer of a public company), loss of business licences, community service, and requirements to publish the violation (OECD, 2003). However, individual sanctions as such are not a necessary or sufficient condition for criminal enforcement (Wils, 2005). These sanctions could be enforced by administrative or civil regimes. Moreover, with regard to pecuniary sanctions against individuals, it is argued (see 2.1) that companies can ensure a sufficient degree of compensation to cartel offenders to offset these sanctions and deprive them of effectiveness.11

2. Rationale for criminal sanctions against cartel offences

12. It is well recognised that a rationale is necessary to justify the imposition of criminal sanctions, and in particular incarceration, for antitrust offences (Whelan, 2013). Two “punishment theories” – not necessarily mutually exclusive (Ducci, 2018) – have emerged in the criminalisation debate: the economic deterrence theory and the retribution theory.
13. This Section briefly describes how both theories apply to antitrust violations and summarises the main concerns raised in relation to each theory.

2.1. Economic deterrence theory

14. Under deterrence theory, a sanction against criminal conduct can only be justified if it prevents or reduces future crimes. Criminal sanctions against antitrust offences have been traditionally based on an economic deterrence theory. This theory derives from the application of economic analysis to criminal law (Becker, 1968[12]), and it assumes that companies and individuals are rational and risk-neutral, and that they aim at maximising their own welfare. In this framework of analysis, social welfare is maximised when the marginal benefit of punishment equals the marginal costs of apprehension and conviction. So this theory aims to achieve “optimal” deterrence. Finally, according to the traditional economic deterrence theory, cartels are “morally-neutral criminal offences”, so there is no need to establish immorality.

15. The justification of criminal sanctions against individuals engaging in cartels follows a two-step argument. Firstly, the damage from cartels is not limited to the overcharge, which could be arguably remedied through private enforcement and follow-on damages actions (Wils, 2005, p. 39[8]), but it also extends to a deadweight loss/allocative inefficiency, as volumes decrease compared to the situation without a cartel (Whelan, 2017, p. 13[13]). Secondly, to ensure sufficient deterrence, the size of fines to be imposed on companies would be “too large”. However, there are legal constraints, where laws set a cap to the fines, and practical constraints resulting, for instance, in companies’ inability to pay the fines imposed and, consequently, the risk of eliminating competitors from the market (Werden, 2009, p. 15[5]). In other words, as noted in the 2003 OECD Roundtable on Cartel Sanctions against Individuals, “there is ample empirical evidence that corporate sanctions in the form of fines are almost never sufficiently high to be an optimal deterrent, and in most cases are substantially below that level” (OECD, 2003, p. 7[9]). For instance, Wils (2005, pp. 28-30[8]) calculated that the minimum level of fines to ensure deterrence in Europe would be in the order of 150% of the annual turnover of the products concerned by the violation. This calculation takes into account a) the overcharge (and the corresponding increase in profits), b) the average duration of cartels, and c) the probability of detection and punishment. The inherent inadequacy of monetary fines supports the case for sanctions against individuals and recognises that the threat of individual sanctions can complement monetary sanctions against companies (OECD, 2005, p. 26[22]).

16. Moreover, it is noted that not imposing sanctions against individuals, and in particular custodial sentences, results in a “deterrence gap” for two reasons: agent-principal issues and companies’ possibility to indemnify individuals engaging in cartels.

• Agent-principal issues. It is argued that companies (principals) and their employees (agents) have different incentives and that, therefore, fines against principals may not always deter agents. In particular:
  o Fines imposed on companies do not constitute a direct cost for individuals. Hence, individuals involved in a cartel are able to externalise the cost of sanctions, if these are only imposed on companies.
  o Individuals who engaged in a cartel may no longer be with the company held liable when the cartel is detected and the fine is imposed (and appeals held) (Wils, 2005, p. 32[8]; Stephan and Nikpay, 2015[14]).
17. Some of these considerations also emerged in the 2003 OECD Roundtable on Cartel Sanctions against Individuals, where it was noted that “as individuals act as agents on behalf of a corporation, it makes sense to deter those individuals directly by threatening them with sanctions, and to impose such sanctions if they violate the law” (OECD, 2003, p. 7[9]). Moreover, individual sanctions can strengthen the incentive of directors and employees to resist corporate pressure to engage in unlawful activity (OECD, 2005, p. 26[2]).

- **Companies’ possibility to indemnify individuals engaging in cartels.** As rational actors, companies may even be willing to incentivise cartels if the benefits outweigh the potential costs, and to “compensate” its employees engaged in such practices (Ducci, 2018, p. 20[11]). As a consequence:
  - Even monetary fines against individuals are not “fit for purpose”. Only custodial sentences are “non-indemnifiable sanctions”.
  - The risk of imprisonment is an important element of the individual cost-benefit analysis of potential cartelists as for other white-collar offenders.

18. However, this justification of criminal sanctions, and in particular custodial sentences, against individual cartelists on purely economic deterrence grounds has raised some questions that are summarised below.

2.1.1. **“Traditional” economic analysis of criminal law**

19. According to Becker’s and Posner’s traditional economic analysis approach, economic deterrence can be achieved by imposing monetary fines on companies only. Individuals should not be subject to custodial sentences for antitrust offences. Alternatively, custodial sentences should be imposed only in cases where individuals are unable to pay the “optimal fine”. Moreover, Becker (1968[12]) and Landes (1983[15]) advocate for an “internalisation approach” of optimal fines. In this scheme, offenders internalise all costs and benefits of the violation, leading them to commit “efficient” violations (i.e. those where the cost savings exceed the deadweight loss) and deterring “inefficient” violations.

20. Against this theory, it is argued that hard core price fixing, like many other crimes, should not be analysed within Becker’s framework because central to Becker’s model is the notion that there can be “efficient” offences. However, “hard core price fixes are intentional conspiracies to steal from consumers, and the negligible probability that the outcome is efficient can safely be ignored” as the adoption of a per se rule shows (OECD, 2003, p. 101[9]).

2.1.2. **Is it possible to achieve (optimal) deterrence through criminal sanctions?**

21. With regard to an “optimal fine”, Wils (2006[16]) notes that it “should exceed the expected gain from the violation multiplied by the inverse of the probability of a fine being effectively imposed”. As explained above, such fine may be too large in practice to ensure deterrence.

22. As to criminal sanctions against individuals, although there seems to be anecdotal evidence suggesting deterrent effects (including instances of cartels carving out the United States from their operations to avoid the risk of criminal sanctions) (OECD, 2005, p. 26[2]), there is no systematic empirical evidence (OECD, 2019, p. 63[17]). Hence, there is no consensus, for instance, on the positive impact on deterrence of having long jail time prescribed in the laws. In this regard, it is argued that the moral stigma and the emotional
trauma associated with imprisonment for white collar offenders is such that short term imprisonment (with reduced social costs) or even the sole prospect of having a criminal record without jail time may be of sufficient deterrence.

23. Furthermore, as flagged above (and not limited to criminal enforcement), in conjunction with the severity of the sanction, the importance of the perceived likelihood of detection and enforcement should not be underestimated. However, there is little evidence also on the probability of detection of cartels and applying a strict deterrence theory may lead to enormous punishments against individuals in case of low rates of detection. That said, risks of over-deterrence could be somewhat mitigated – as done in many jurisdictions – by limiting the scope of anti-competitive conduct that are deemed to be criminal offences.

24. To conclude, it is worth stressing that the assessment of whether antitrust regimes ensure sufficient deterrence is often conducted in silos, i.e. in relation to one (type of) sanction imposed on (corporate or individual) offenders. A more systematic approach would be more effective in establishing whether the system ensures sufficient deterrence, by looking at the combination of multiple sanctions against antitrust offenders, including, for instance, the threat (and likelihood) of damages actions.

2.1.3. Actual costs of criminal enforcement cannot be disregarded

25. An economic deterrence theory requires a careful assessment of the actual costs of criminal enforcement by demonstrating that the marginal benefit of criminal punishment is equal to the marginal costs of imposing such punishment. In other words, when considering criminalisation, it should be ensured that the marginal benefit of introducing sanctions against individuals in the form of less harm from cartel activity exceeds the additional costs that a system of criminal sanctions entails. However, it appears extremely difficult to generate empirical data to reach a firm conclusion on this.

26. In any case, it is observed that costs of criminal enforcement may be particularly high, as they include resources required to investigate, prosecute and incarcerate individuals, as well as costs of taking productive individuals out of the economy. Section 4 outlines some of the additional requirements and costs of criminal enforcement as compared to administrative/civil enforcement. Also, it cannot be disregarded that Type I errors in imposing imprisonment (i.e. wrongful convictions) result in high individual and social costs. That said, there are several techniques to keep costs low, including a) imposing short term imprisonments that may be sufficient to achieve deterrence against white-collar criminals; b) focussing on the most harmful cartels; c) employing legal instruments reducing investigation costs such as plea agreements, leniency programmes and bounties; and d) imposing cost orders upon convicted cartelists (e.g. in Ireland). However, each of these techniques has its drawbacks. For instance, short sentences may – in the long term – counter the efforts to create a moral norm against cartels.
2.2. Retribution theory

27. The retribution theory does not justify criminal sanctions with the potential deterrent effect on future crimes that the same individuals or others may commit. Criminal punishment is simply justified by the fact that the individual engaged in a prohibited and morally wrong conduct. The retribution theory requires also the punishment to be proportional to the gravity of the offence and to the culpability of the individual (Ducci, 2018[11]).

28. In essence, cartels are considered to amount to cheating or subverting the competitive process, which is the essence of a market economy system. As noted in 1.1, cartels are more harmful than other anti-competitive conduct, and criminal sanctions send a strong message in this respect.

2.2.1. The need to address moral stigma

29. In the criminal world, the issue of moral stigma is typically addressed. This is also relevant when applying a retribution theory to criminal enforcement of antitrust offences. As Harding (2012, p. 141[19]) notes, “[c]riminalisation ... embodies a significant judgement about particular conduct within a society, and its impact is significant, logically leading to stigma, a change of status for the actor so characterised, and signalling the reaffirmation and protection of core values and interests to others in society”. This is even more relevant for custodial sentences, which usually entail a strong(er) social condemnation.

30. Nevertheless, even though cartels are often considered to amount to cheating or subverting the competitive process, there is no consensus on what is morally reprehensible. But, as Whelan (2013[10]) observed, in a criminalisation argument based on a retribution theory it is essential to determine the “moral wrongfulness” of the conduct. A normative approach looks at pre-existing moral norms and considers a conduct “morally wrong” if in violation of such norms. Whelan (2013[10]) attempts to conceptualise cartel activity against the existing moral norms applied to stealing, deception and cheating. Aligning cartel offences with one of these moral norms has also implications as to the scope of the criminal offence, with potential implications on deterrence. A summary of his assessment is presented below.

- **Stealing.** To conceptualise cartel activity as stealing, a consumer welfare standard (rather than a total welfare standard) should apply because it preliminarily requires establishing a right of the cartels’ victims to the “overcharge”. Moreover, such conceptualisation may not capture cartels that have not been implemented.

- **Deception.** To conceptualise cartel activity as deception, it requires the cartelist to make false statements regarding the non-existence of the cartel or to fail to disclose the existence of a cartel. In both cases, it also requires that the cartel is implemented, i.e. that the cartelised products are offered at a cartelised price. Moreover, deception does not seem to apply to cases in which the cartelist explicitly declares the existence of a cartel.

- **Cheating.** A conceptualisation as cheating presents some challenges as to identifying the “unfair advantage” that a cartelist wants to obtain. Such advantage (and the link between the illegal conduct and the impact on other players) is much more evident (and direct) in the case of customers of the cartelised product being companies selling goods or providing services on the market. That said, conceptualising the cartel offence as a violation of the moral norms against cheating has the benefit of also covering the mere entering into a cartel agreement.
31. Furthermore, Whelan (2013) argues that identifying the moral wrongfulness is a challenge relevant also for the economic deterrence theory because – even under a morally-neutral theory – criminal law remains directed to the moral standards of society.

32. Besides the normative framework, there is thin empirical evidence of society’s moral condemnation and of the inherent criminality of cartels. The two surveys presented in the box below attempted to fill these gaps.

---

**Box 1. Empirical studies**

**University of Melbourne “Cartel Project” in Australia (2009-2011)**

In Australia, cartels were criminalised in 2009. The Cartel Project is research carried out between 2009 and 2011 by the University of Melbourne. Researchers conducted a survey divided in two parts. The first part was addressed to a random sample of the Australian population, testing public opinion on the seriousness of cartel conduct and their legal consequences. The second part was addressed to representatives of the business community, testing how the law affected deterrence and compliance.

It is argued that the official justifications (i.e. increased deterrence and inherent criminality) given for cartel criminalisation in Australia were “seriously flawed”. As to deterrence, the Cartel Project showed that knowledge of the law and sanctions, and perception that detection and prosecution are likely, were not sufficiently present in the business community. As to inherent criminality, the Cartel Project showed that the Australian population did not show substantial support for criminalising cartels, and, most importantly, for imposing jail sentences against such offenders.

**University of East Anglia Public Survey (2014)**

The University of East Anglia’s Centre for Competition Policy led a survey carried out in 2014 in the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy and the United States on the attitudes and perceptions of cartels among the public. These surveys followed up a 2007 study carried out in the United Kingdom.

Its findings suggest that there is empirical backing for the normative justifications for cartel criminalisation, without the need to rely only on deterrence. It showed that the public expects competing businesses to calculate their prices independently of each other and that, therefore, cartels undermine a competitive norm expected of markets. That said, it seems that, even though the public supports the imposition of fines and “naming and shaming” sanctions, this support is weaker for imprisonment. In fact, there is a perception of cartels’ weak wrongfulness compared to other forms of wrongdoing, and this may also reflect the absence of the clear sense of moral stigma that is associated with (more) traditional crimes.

Sources:

- (Beaton-Wells and Parker, 2013)
- (Stephan, 2017)

---
33. Finally, applying criminal law in a morally-neutral fashion presents broader risks. Criminal lawyers and practitioners warn against the over-criminalisation of “regulatory offences”, arguing that applying criminal law to what is considered – in certain jurisdictions – a “morally-neutral” conduct may undermine the moral authority of criminal law and delegitimise criminal law enforcement in other fields (Harding, 2012, pp. 143-144[19]; Ducci, 2018[11]). The absence of moral considerations may also impact on the willingness of juries and judges to impose punishments that may be considered unfair against cartelists.

3. State of play

34. Notwithstanding the increased adoption of criminal sanctions, there is no international consensus on the criminalisation of cartels, and in particular on custodial sentences against individuals. Furthermore, as Beaton-Wells (2016, p. 4[22]) notes, there is no uniformity in the way criminal offences have been designed and as to the extent criminal sanctions apply across jurisdictions. This may be due, among other considerations, to the fact that criminal law heavily relies on social norms, which differ between jurisdictions, as well as on the development of a strong “competition culture” within societies.

35. This Section provides an overview of criminalisation trends across jurisdictions as to the scope of criminal sanctions as well as to their enforcement (in particular of custodial sentences) against individuals.

3.1. Adoption and scope of criminal sanctions

36. There is an historic path – although with no systematic pattern – showing an increased adoption of criminal sanctions across jurisdictions. Based on the recent OECD Competition Trends 2020, looking at the jurisdictions included in the “CompStats database”, “in almost half of the[se] jurisdictions (26), imposing criminal sanctions on individuals is possible”, while approximately one-fifth of the jurisdictions (ten) “can only impose criminal sanctions when the offense concerns bid rigging” (OECD, 2020, p. 18[11]).

37. Criminalisation is often limited to hard core cartels or solely to bid rigging. In fact, “rule of reason” cases are generally considered “unsuitable for criminal prosecution” (Kovacic, 2016[23]), as applying criminalisation to such cases would risk lowering the standard for incarceration compared to other criminal statutes/laws (Sokol, 2019, p. 1546[24]).

38. While the US criminal enforcement system remains “an indispensable point of reference” for other jurisdictions (Kovacic, 2016[23]), criminalisation of anti-competitive conduct has historic roots in Europe as well.

39. Jurisdictions that criminalised hard core cartels include, among others, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Estonia, France, Greece, Ireland[14], Israel, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand[15], Norway, Oman, the Philippines, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the United States[16].
The United States

In the United States, cartels historically qualified as misdemeanours under the Sherman Act of 1890, punishable with up to one year of imprisonment. Cartels are also treated as criminal offences under several State laws.

Pursuant to the Antitrust Procedures and Penalties Act, in 1974 criminal violations of the Sherman Act became felonies and could be sanctioned with a maximum of three years of imprisonment. Fine levels were initially set at USD 1 million for corporations and at USD 100,000 for individuals. These statutory fines were increased gradually in 1984 and 1990.

In 2004, the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act significantly raised the maximum criminal sanctions for Sherman Act violations by increasing the statutory maximum corporate fine to USD 100 million (approximately EUR 93 million), the statutory maximum individual fine to USD 1 million (approximately EUR 930,000), and the maximum jail time to ten years.

The United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom, criminalisation of cartels was introduced under the Enterprise Act 2002. Section 188 of the Enterprise Act 2002 prohibits as a criminal offence an agreement by an individual with one (or more) other person(s) “to make or implement, or to cause to be made or implemented, arrangements” relating to at least two undertakings involving price fixing, market sharing, limitation of production or supply, or bid rigging.

Offenders of a criminal cartel may be imprisoned for up to five years and/or receive an unlimited fine (Section 190 of the Enterprise Act 2002). In addition to criminal penalties, criminal cartel offenders may be disqualified from acting as a company director for up to 15 years under Section 9A of the Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986.

Sources:
For a history of US criminal antitrust enforcement, ex multis, (Werden, 2009 [25] (Sokol, 2019 [24]) (Kovacic, 2016 [23])
(Stephan, 2008[25])

40. In other jurisdictions, the scope of criminalisation is limited to bid rigging. These include, for example, Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, and Turkey. In some instances, bid rigging is enshrined in the national criminal laws and pre-dates the adoption of competition laws.
Box 3. Bid rigging as criminal offence in Germany and Italy

Germany

Bid rigging is a criminal offence under Section 298 of the German Criminal Code, stating that “any person that, in connection with an invitation to tender relating to goods or services, makes an offer based on an unlawful agreement whose purpose is to cause the organiser to accept a specific offer incurs a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or a fine”.

Italy

Bid rigging is a criminal offence under Article 353 of the Italian Criminal Code, stating that “any person that, by means of violence or threat, gifts, promises, collusion or other fraudulent means, prevents or disrupts the fair course of a public tender, or prevents bidders from competing in it, incurs a penalty of imprisonment between six months and five years and a fine”.

Anti-competitive conduct may also qualify as “fraud” under Article 640 of the Italian Criminal Code prescribing that “any person who uses deception or fraudulent conduct to induce someone into error to obtain an illegitimate profit, to the detriment of others, incurs a penalty of imprisonment between six months and three years and a fine”.

It was noted (Pedersoli, 2018[26]) that, following the detection of a cartel, public prosecutors often qualify bid rigging as an offence committed by a criminal association pursuant to Article 416 of the Italian Criminal Code. In such cases, the criminal conduct can also be ascribed to the company involved.

Finally, administrative systems are not entirely exempted from the criminalisation debate. In fact, even in administrative systems at EU level and in EU Member States, antitrust fines are deemed of de facto criminal nature by the European Court of Human Rights under Article 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which prescribes the right to a fair trial. The “criminal” nature of antitrust fines has raised questions as to whether the current model of enforcement at EU level providing for an administrative body with enforcement and adjudicative functions is adequate to ensure a fair trial.37 A parallel debate took place in Canada – where however cartels and bid rigging are considered criminal offences – with regard to the constitutionality of administrative monetary penalties (Ducci, 2018[11]).38

3.2. Statutory penalties

Statutory criminal penalties against individuals may include both monetary fines and custodial sentences. Jurisdictions with substantial fines and/or jail time prescribed in the laws include, among others, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Mexico, South Africa, and the United States.

- In Australia, cartelists may be sanctioned to up to ten years of jail time and/or a fine of up to 2 000 penalty units (corresponding to AUD 420 000, approximately EUR 237 000).39
- In Brazil, cartelists may be sentenced to jail time between two and five years, which can be longer in case of aggravating circumstances.40 Moreover, fines against individuals may be imposed in both criminal and administrative cases.
- In Canada, in 2009 the maximum jail time for cartelists was increased from five to 14 years and the maximum fine was increased from CAD 10 million (approximately EUR 6.6 million) to CAD 25 million (approximately EUR 16.4 million).\(^{41}\)
- In Greece, cartelists may be subject to prison sentences from a minimum of two years up to five years, and fines.\(^{42}\)
- In Ireland, individual managers or directors convicted for hard core cartel offences can be subject to a maximum of ten years imprisonment (or up to six months of imprisonment in case of summary prosecution) and fines.\(^{43}\)
- In Israel, custodial sentences against cartelists can reach up to three or five years (in case of aggravating circumstances).\(^{44}\)
- In Japan, in 2009 the maximum term of imprisonment for cartelists was increased from three to five years.\(^{45}\)
- In Mexico, antitrust criminal offences can be sanctioned with five to ten years imprisonment and with fines.\(^{46}\)
- In South Africa, cartelists can be sanctioned with imprisonment up to ten years and/or with fines of up to ZAR 500 000 (approximately EUR 25 000).\(^{47}\)
- In the United States, in 2004 the maximum jail term was increased from three to ten years and the maximum fines from USD 350 000 (approximately EUR 324 000) to USD 1 million (approximately EUR 930 000).\(^{48}\)

43. As mentioned in 1.2, some jurisdictions (e.g. Australia, Canada, Chile, Lithuania, Mexico, New Zealand, Russian Federation, Sweden, and the United Kingdom) may also prescribe other/ancillary sanctions against individuals such as director disqualifications.\(^{49}\)

For instance, in the United Kingdom, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has the power to seek Competition Disqualification Orders (CDOs) against company directors for up to 15 years.\(^{50}\) Moreover, additional consequences can result from criminal convictions such as in Canada, where it seems that individuals convicted for violations of Sections 45 and 47 of the Competition Act must wait for ten years after the sentence has expired before being able to apply for a “record suspension” (i.e. a pardon), affecting their ability to travel to certain countries (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, pp. 22-23\(^{27}\)). These ancillary sanctions against individuals are not discussed further in the paper.

3.3. Actual enforcement

44. As noted in 3.1, the OECD Competition Trends 2020 reported that imposing criminal sanctions on individuals is possible in 26 out of the 55 “CompStats jurisdictions” and another ten jurisdictions can impose criminal sanctions (only) for bid rigging infringements. As to actual enforcement, the OECD Competition Trends 2020 reported that “while imprisonment of individuals participating in a cartel agreement is not yet a widespread practice, the data collected from 55 jurisdictions in CompStats highlighted a growing trend for this type of sanction over the last four years: the number of cartel cases for which a prison sentence was imposed, often together with other sanctions, increased from 7 cases in 2015 to 49 in 2018” (OECD, 2020, pp. 61-62\(^{11}\)). Moreover, looking at global enforcement until July 2016, Connor (2016, p. 7\(^{18}\)) noted that “more than a thousand cartel managers have been held liable for price fixing ... by 38 jurisdictions worldwide. ... Fines or mandatory restitution
were imposed on 37% of all suspects (and for about half was the sole punishment imposed); about 26% were imprisoned.”

45. In Brazil, criminal prosecution of cartels reached its peak in the last ten years. In 2015, over 300 individuals were facing criminal prosecution for antitrust offences (Calliari, 2015[28]). In Russia, criminal liability for antitrust offences is effectively enforced: between January and February 2020, Russian courts have handed down three judgments against antitrust infringements, sentencing individuals to multiple years of imprisonment (K&L Gates, 2020[29]).

46. That said, it cannot be disregarded that certain jurisdictions with criminal antitrust regimes lack robust criminal enforcement, with imprisonment imposed only in a handful of jurisdictions and in very few cases. For instance:

- In Australia, it took almost eight years from the introduction of criminalisation in 2009 to reach the first criminal conviction (against a company).

- In Canada, custodial sentences have been imposed in a limited number of cases, with only 11 individuals sentenced for cartel offences between 1998 and 2008, of which only two were sentenced to jail time (Ducci, 2018[11]), while in most of the cases courts have used probation and non-custodial sentences (e.g. community service). It must be noted that, in 2012, through amendments to the criminal code, Canada limited the application of conditional sentences (e.g. house arrest) as an alternative to jail time for parties convicted for price fixing, bid rigging or deceptive marketing (OECD, 2019, p. 70[17]).

- In France, it seems that criminal convictions against individual antitrust offenders mostly resulted in fines or suspended custodial sentences (Viros, 2016, pp. 25-26[30]).

- In Ireland, the first criminal conviction and the first custodial sentence for price fixing were imposed in 2006. To date, it seems that criminal convictions have only been secured in four cartel cases against a total of 18 individuals, and that most of these convictions resulted in suspended jail time and fines.

- In the United Kingdom, it seems that jail time has been imposed so far only in two cases and as a result of guilty pleas: the Marine Hose case (which remains a unique case because the individual had pleaded guilty in the United States, see Box 10) and the Galvanised Steel Tanks case (against one director who pleaded guilty before trial).

47. That said, a word of caution must be given here. Data on actual enforcement appear very difficult to collect, in particular in those jurisdictions with decentralised enforcement.

4. Implications of introducing criminal enforcement

48. If a jurisdiction opts for criminalising cartels, and in particular for introducing sanctions against individuals, there are several institutional and procedural considerations that should be carefully assessed.
49. Moreover, with criminal and administrative/civil enforcement in place in parallel, competition agencies’ (as well as other relevant stakeholders’) decisions on whether and how to prosecute an antitrust infringement as a criminal offence are based on a number of factors (and often not on strict criteria in the law).\(^5\) Such decisions have implications as to allocation of resources, in particular when – as often it is the case – criminal prosecutions of individuals are not seen as an alternative to pursuing administrative/civil actions against companies, but rather as a parallel track.

50. This Section illustrates the main features of antitrust criminal enforcement systems and the institutional and procedural adjustments required if criminalisation is introduced in administrative and civil enforcement regimes.

4.1. Defining criminal offences

51. When introducing criminal sanctions, a proper definition of the antitrust offences deemed criminal is essential. Otherwise, criminal sanctions may lead to excessive deterrence and, more importantly, may be unlawful under criminal law principles (OECD, 2003, pp. 22-23\(^9\)). The proper definition of the criminal offence can indeed affect the effectiveness of a criminal sanctions system.

52. The two main options available are a) to use the definition of cartels in the competition laws; or b) to adopt a separate, and perhaps more narrow definition (see e.g. the United Kingdom). In the 2005 OECD Report on the implementation of the 1998 Council Recommendation on Hard Core Cartels it was observed that “Members ... have closely examined this question and concluded that the definition of a criminal cartel offence should be different from the general prohibition of restrictive agreements in the competition act.” This conclusion was motivated by the need to provide legal certainty and to prevent a risk of excessive deterrent effects (OECD, 2005, pp. 28-29\(^2\)).

4.2. Individuals that can be held liable

53. Another preliminary issue concerns identifying individuals within companies that can be held criminally liable for antitrust offences.

54. To have effective enforcement and to enhance deterrence, as Professor First stated, “one shall understand who participates in cartels” (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, pp. 30-31\(^2\)). In fact, it seems unlikely that cartels are currently organised at institutional level (i.e. as result of established company policies, formally authorised at executive level), at least in Europe and the United States (Stephan and Nikpay, 2015\(^1\)). Empirical data as to which individuals within a company are antitrust offenders are very thin. In the United States, Professor First looked at the DoJ press releases between March 2014 and March 2016 and found that individuals prosecuted for criminal offences were mostly “high-level corporate actors” (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, pp. 30-31\(^2\)). Although it has been observed that most infringements involve – in different forms – senior management (Wils, 2013\(^3\)), further empirical evidence (Stephan and Nikpay, 2015\(^1\)) based on international cartels prosecuted in either or both of Europe and the United States between 1998 and 2009 suggests that cartels are organised by “small groups of employees” active at various levels of companies, having in common the power to take decisions on – at least some aspects of – price, output or geographic sales. However, this outcome may be the result of practical evidence considerations, making cases against “implementers” of cartels readily prosecutable.
55. Jurisdictions have taken different approaches as to the conditions required for individuals to be held criminally liable for cartels. In the United States, employees, managers, directors and officers of companies can be held individually liable for antitrust violations either a) if directly involved in the infringement; or b) (independently of and perhaps in addition to exposure for the cartel offence) if they engage in concealing or destroying evidence relevant to the cartel investigation (i.e. “obstruction of justice”). In France, Article L. 420-6 of the Commercial Code prescribes liability to individuals that a) have been personally involved in the anti-competitive conduct (so not to legal representatives); b) who have been active in the infringement with a decisive role; and c) who did so “fraudulently” (Viros, 2016, pp. 24-27[30]). In South Africa, all directors and individuals with management authority can be prosecuted (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, pp. 27-28[27]; Morphet and Hlatshwayo, 2017[31]).

4.3. Due process challenges

56. Any enforcement action shall respect due process rights, irrespectively of whether criminal or administrative/civil, or whether it is against companies or individuals. Even in the absence of criminal sanctions against individuals, due process remains a focal point of antitrust proceedings. That said, it cannot be disregarded that criminal antitrust sanctions trigger additional due process requirements, which may simply result from applying general criminal procedure rules – with stronger safeguards to protect rights of defence and avoid false convictions – to antitrust enforcement. Safeguards already in place for administrative sanctions may not be sufficient, particularly when custodial sentences may be imposed. These additional safeguards increase costs of investigating and prosecuting such cases.

57. A well-recognised implication of criminalisation is the need to separate investigative/prosecutorial functions from adjudicative/decision-making functions, not limiting this separation to appeals of competition agencies’ decisions. So “third parties” are necessarily involved under the general criminal law principle of *nemo judex in causa sua* (i.e. nobody should be a judge in his own case). While the clear objective of this separation is to protect due process rights, it remains debatable whether the separation of functions increases costs.

58. Other key criminal principles broadly recognised are the presumption of innocence and the right against self-incrimination. These may impact on the competition agencies’ information gathering process and may have spill-over effects on administrative proceedings. For instance, since rights of defence may differ between criminal and administrative proceedings, it may be difficult for competition agencies to initiate a criminal investigation at a later stage, building on an earlier administrative investigation into the same conduct, because the (higher) due process standards for a criminal investigation may not have been sufficiently granted in the (ongoing) administrative proceedings. In addition, an individual could refuse to provide incriminating evidence against a company in the context of an administrative investigation, if concerned that the same evidence may be used against herself in criminal proceedings. This could render oral testimony less effective. Moreover, reinforced rights of defence may result in individuals having (more) timely access to the investigation file. For instance, in Canada individuals charged with criminal offences are entitled to the “fruits of the investigation” in order to make full answer and defence at the time charges are laid. Finally, in some jurisdictions, individuals that can be held criminally liable may have to seek or may be required to seek separate legal representation from their companies due to the
fact that their respective positions may conflict or due to the risk of self-incrimination (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, p. 13[27]).

4.4. Statutes of limitations

59. A statute of limitations restricts the time within which legal proceedings may be brought and it usually applies across crimes. For instance, in the United States, the statute of limitations for most criminal conspiracies, including antitrust conspiracies, is five years and, in essence, it does not start to run until the purpose of the conspiracy has been achieved or the conspiracy has been abandoned. That said, questions may arise as to what is required for the statute to begin to run and the related burden of proof.

60. The rules on the statute of limitations can affect the interplay between criminal and administrative antitrust proceedings. These rules are particularly relevant when competition agencies refer the case to public prosecutors only once an infringement decision has been adopted. Therefore, safeguards may be necessary to preserve the effectiveness of criminal enforcement, in particular in complex antitrust cases. In France, for instance, investigatory actions in criminal proceedings interrupt the limitation period for the administrative proceedings and vice versa (Viros, 2016, p. 26[30]), while in Brazil the limitation period is suspended if a leniency agreement (see 4.7.1 below) is executed (OECD, 2018[32]).

4.5. What is required to prove a criminal offence

4.5.1. The standard of proof

61. In civil or administrative regimes, a “balance of probability test” with strong and convincing evidence (or similar standards) can be deemed sufficient to impose sanctions in antitrust cases. In many jurisdictions, however, criminal law principles may require prosecutors to meet a higher standard (e.g. a “beyond reasonable doubt” standard).

62. Whelan (2014[33]) argues that in some jurisdictions (especially of civil law tradition), the standard applicable to administrative cases is not defined by law and that – in practice – the standard of proof imposed on competition agencies even in administrative regimes remains high. Moreover, the per se / by object prohibition of cartels seems to attenuate the burden on criminal enforcement authorities, at least with regard to the task of proving anti-competitive effects on the market beyond a reasonable doubt (OECD, 2019, p. 15[17]). It is worth noting that a recent certiorari petition asked the US Supreme Court whether the per se rule should apply to criminal cases, and in particular if it “violates the constitutional prohibition against instructing juries that certain facts presumptively establish an element of crime”. The US Supreme Court denied the petition in January 2020.

4.5.2. Evidence of the infringement

63. For any cartel agreement, direct evidence has the highest probative value and is often collected through dawn raids and leniency applications (OECD, 2006[34]). In cases where the proof of collusion is based on indirect evidence (also called “circumstantial evidence”), such as communication or economic evidence, the standard of proof may not be easily met and may increase the costs of prosecuting antitrust offences as criminal cases.

64. In the United States, with the exception of a few early cases under the Sherman Act, criminal convictions have been largely based on direct evidence (mainly as result of leniency applications), with most convictions closed before trial, through plea agreements.
(OECD, 2006, pp. 39-41[34]) (see 4.7.4 below). In the context of the 2006 OECD Roundtable on Prosecuting Cartels without Direct Evidence, the DoJ noted that it usually proceeds with a prosecution only when there is direct evidence of an unlawful agreement and that this is important also to avoid errors such as prosecuting practices which do not constitute a cartel (OECD, 2006, p. 174 and 197[34]). Similarly in Canada, only in some early cases were criminal convictions (with minimal fines) based solely on circumstantial evidence. In 1980, the Supreme Court of Canada in Atlantic Sugar ruled that a tacit agreement between the defendants with no evidence of communication did not constitute a violation of the applicable criminal law, which led to a subsequent amendment of the Competition Act in 1986 (OECD, 2006, pp. 39-41[34]).

4.5.3. Mens rea

65. Another question that arises in criminal enforcement is whether and how to prove mens rea (criminal intent), which increases the burden to prove an antitrust offence. Indeed, criminal intent is one of the distinguishing characteristics of criminal law and, as Wils (2005[8]) notes, a guilty state of mind, and not mere negligence, is usually required to commit a criminal offence.

66. It appears that there are some jurisdictions requiring a strict criminality test with proof of fraud or intent to deceive (e.g. France[7]). Such strict criminality tests may further increase the burden to obtain convictions. Hence, in relation to France, Viros (2016, pp. 24-27[30]) observed that criminal convictions have been mainly limited to bid rigging combined with other counts.

67. On the other hand, other jurisdictions do not strictly require proof of mens rea (e.g. Denmark, Estonia, Ireland, Slovenia, and the United Kingdom). In the United States, under the Sherman Act, “the perpetrator’s knowledge of the anticipated consequences [of cartel activity] is a sufficient predicate for a finding of criminal intent.”

68. It is worth mentioning that in the United Kingdom a “dishonesty” requirement – corresponding (at least partially) to a mens rea requirement – was originally prescribed under Section 199 of the UK Enterprise Act 2002. This “dishonesty” requirement resulted in serious obstacles for the Office of Fair Trading (OFT, the CMA predecessor) and prosecutors in pursuing criminal cases because it was particularly difficult to prove in jury trials. The “dishonesty” requirement was subsequently lifted by the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (2013), s. 47 (Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, p. 14[27]).

69. Finally, looking ahead, the use of algorithms may facilitate tacit collusion. This may decrease the “need” to engage in criminal conduct with the required state of mind, making it harder to capture such phenomena in a criminal enforcement regime (Ginsburg and Cheng, 2019, pp. 12-13[35]).

4.6. Investigative and enforcement powers

70. In the context of criminal enforcement, depending on their competences and institutional settings, competition agencies engage in a reinforced co-operation with a number of different stakeholders within their own jurisdictions, including police officials, anti-corruption authorities, public procurement officers, prosecution authorities, and judges.

71. This sub-section focuses on the investigative powers available to competition agencies in criminal proceedings and on their co-operation with the judiciary (both prosecutors and courts). It does not address in detail the forms of co-operation between
competition agencies and public procurement officers. The OECD 2012 Recommendation of the Council on Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement and 2009 Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement provide extensive guidance in this regard.\footnote{Moreover, the need to engage in forms of internal co-operation between these authorities, in particular through formal evidence sharing mechanisms, was highlighted in the OECD 2010 Policy Roundtable on Collusion and Corruption in Public Procurement\footnote{and is addressed extensively in the Chapter on Relationships between Competition Agencies and Public Procurement Bodies of the 2015 ICN Anti-Cartel Enforcement Manual.\footnote{An example for improved co-ordination and co-operation between agencies that have parallel enforcement powers against bid rigging in public procurement is the Procurement Collusion Strike Force in the United States.}}. An example for improved co-ordination and co-operation between agencies that have parallel enforcement powers against bid rigging in public procurement is the Procurement Collusion Strike Force in the United States.

### Box 4. The Procurement Collusion Strike Force in the United States

In November 2019, the DoJ announced the establishment of the Procurement Collusion Strike Force (PCSF). The PCSF is an interagency partnership to combat collusion affecting public procurement in the United States, and it is a good example of institutional co-operation between different agencies. It comprises the DoJ antitrust division, multiple US Attorneys’ Offices, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the Inspectors General for multiple Federal agencies. Moreover, it is based on a decentralised (district-based) model, which allows tailoring the focus on specific contractors and government agencies in a region.

The PCSF has two main objectives: a) to deter and prevent antitrust and related crimes in public procurement, through outreach, training, assistance with procurement processes and co-operation in conducting investigations; and b) to detect, investigate, and prosecute crimes through better co-ordination and partnership in the law enforcement and inspector general communities.

Sources:

### 4.6.1. Detection tools and investigative powers

72. Even though the mere introduction of criminal sanctions could increase the perception of likelihood of detection and action because it would be seen as an increased commitment of time and resources to prosecute this conduct (Beaton-Wells and Parker, 2013\cite{20}), the actual likelihood of detection (and enforcement) remains a key factor to ensure deterrence.\footnote{The actual likelihood of detection (and enforcement) remains a key factor to ensure deterrence. In other words, having (even severe) criminal sanctions in place may not be sufficient if they are not enforced.} In other words, having (even severe) criminal sanctions in place may not be sufficient if they are not enforced.

73. Criminal laws typically confer strong investigative powers to enforcement authorities. Wils (2005, p. 12\cite{8}) notes that, in the United States, the DoJ “can make use of a full arsenal of criminal investigatory powers”. However, competition authorities’ powers in criminal investigations vary significantly across jurisdictions and they are ultimately influenced by the competences assigned to competition agencies in the respective criminal enforcement frameworks. In some cases, authorities’ access to certain investigative
powers/tools may be subject to the “qualification” of the crime or to minimum or maximum statutory terms of imprisonment under country-specific criminal laws.

74. In most cases, criminalisation would require competition agencies’ powers to be reinforced in order to investigate criminal conduct. Increased investigative powers often include the powers to search and seize, to search private premises and to arrest and detain individuals. For instance, in Australia, criminalisation came with an increased investigative power to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in relation to search warrants, telephone interception and surveillance (Samuel, 2009, p. 3[36]). In Colombia, officials of the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce (SIC) were assigned judicial police powers by the Attorney General’s Office to support prosecutors investigating bid rigging (Bacca Medina, 2017, p. 140[37]). In Japan, a Criminal Investigation Department within the Japan Fair Trade Commission (JFTC) Investigation Bureau was established in 2006. In the United Kingdom, with criminalisation the OFT was granted the power of covert surveillance for criminal offences.82

75. These powers may differ depending on whether the investigated conduct may be deemed a criminal offence. For instance, in response to the OECD 2017 Survey on Investigative Powers, three out of six competition agencies reporting to have wiretap authority specified that they can use this tool only in criminal investigations (OECD, 2019, p. 47[17]). In other words, increased investigative powers for competition agencies may be strictly limited to investigations into criminal conduct, while “more traditional” detection tools such as screening mechanisms and access to databases of public tenders are equally available to both administrative and criminal investigations. Such screening initiatives include, among others, the Korean Bid Rigging Indicator Analysis System (BRIAS), Brazil’s screening system through data-mining (“Cerebro Project”), the United Kingdom’s new screening tool for procurers, and Russia’s “Big Digital Cat” web service.83

76. Increased investigative powers go hand-in-hand with the need to meet a high(er) standard of proof. Moreover, these powers are typically accompanied by safeguards to ensure that the rights of defence and other rights of individuals (e.g. the right to privacy) are not unduly affected in the course of the investigation. For example, the power to search private premises may require reasonable grounds and be subject to prior approval by a judicial authority.84

77. Co-operation mechanisms with police officials for dawn raids are present in several jurisdictions, already in the context of administrative cases. Besides dawn raids, broader co-operation with police officials is observed in many jurisdictions. For instance, Ireland ensures that experienced officials from the Garda Bureau of Fraud Investigation are seconded to the Irish Competition Authority. In Italy, the Italian Competition Authority (AGCM) and the Guardia di Finanza (i.e. the financial police) entered into an agreement to strengthen their co-operation and to regulate the exchange of information and documents.85 In the United States, the DoJ works closely with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). These co-operation mechanisms may be strengthened in the context of criminal investigations.

78. Finally, granting competition agencies access to evidence collected by public prosecutors can indirectly increase the power to gather evidence by competition agencies as public prosecutors’ investigative powers often exceed the means that competition agencies can employ such as electronic eavesdropping. This is already the case in some administrative jurisdictions. For instance, in France, the competition agency can access the criminal investigation file.86 In such cases, safeguards may need to be adopted to ensure that the investigated parties also have access to shared evidence, in particular when individuals are subject to criminal investigation.87
Box 5. Access by competition agencies to evidence gathered by other authorities

EU

On 27 April 2017, the European Court of Justice (Court) ruled that in cartel cases the European Commission can rely on evidence that it obtains from non-competition authorities in EU Member States. In particular, the appellants challenged the admissibility of evidence the European Commission obtained from Guardia di Finanza (i.e. the Italian financial police), gathered as part of a criminal tax investigation. According to the Court, there is no general rule under EU law “preventing the Commission from using information transmitted by national authorities other than the Member States’ competition authorities on the sole ground that that information was obtained for other purposes”.

Further, the Court rejected the appellants’ argument that the European Commission violated their rights of defence by not informing them of the transmission of such evidence prior to the statement of objections.

The Netherlands

On 9 July 2015, the Dutch Court of Appeal (CBb) overturned two judgments of the Rotterdam district court concerning two cases of tendering agreements between two construction companies in Limburg and customer allocation agreements between waste collectors in the port of Rotterdam. The CBb ruled that – even though the Dutch Competition Authority (ACM) does not have the right to place wiretaps – it is allowed to use in its administrative proceedings data from wiretaps collected by the Public Prosecution Service in the context of a criminal law investigation.

Sources:

4.6.2. Institutional design and co-operation with the judiciary

79. Detecting and investigating criminal violations of competition laws is just a first step. In order to ensure deterrence, such violations should be effectively prosecuted.

80. The literature identifies three main institutional models: a) a bifurcated judicial model in which specialised enforcement agencies bring formal charges before courts (e.g. the United States); b) a bifurcated agency model, in which specialised enforcement agencies bring formal charges before separate adjudicative agencies (e.g. Canada, with the Canadian Competition Tribunal); and c) an integrated agency model, with a specialised agency undertaking investigative, enforcement and adjudicative functions (the model generally adopted in administrative systems) (Trebilcock and Iacobucci, 2010, pp. 459-464[39]). As to investigation and prosecution of criminal offences, the institutional design can take various forms ranging from a complete separation of competition agencies and
criminal prosecutors to a formal interdependence between the two authorities, either with separate or concurrent competences (Calliari, 2015).\[28\]

81. The powers conferred on competition agencies as well as the degree of co-operation with prosecution authorities are shaped in different ways across jurisdictions. For example:

- In Australia, the ACCC created a serious cartel conduct unit working closely with the Office of the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions (CDPP). The CDPP is independent from the ACCC and considers whether to initiate prosecution based on the Prosecution Policy of the Commonwealth (OECD, 2018, pp. 15-17).\[40\]

- In Brazil, Federal and State prosecutors co-operate with the Brazilian Competition Authority (CADE) in cartel prosecutions, under the Brazilian Competition Policy System (BCPS), an institutionalised co-operation framework (OECD, 2019).\[41\]

- In Colombia, the SIC and the Office of the Attorney General entered into an inter-administrative agreement to reinforce joint initiatives against bid rigging.\[49\]

- In Denmark, the Danish Competition Council refers cases to the State Prosecutor for Serious Economic and International Crime (SEIC). In 2018, nine cases were referred directly to SEIC for criminal investigation (OECD, 2019, p. 3).\[42\]

- In Greece, the Hellenic Competition Commission (HCC) is required to report competition infringements to the prosecutor within no more than ten days of issuing an infringement decision.\[50\]

- In Ireland, following investigations by the Irish Competition Authority, charges are brought by the independent office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP).

- In Israel, the Israel Antitrust Authority (IAA) has the power to prosecute criminal cases (OECD, 2018).\[43\]

- In Italy, in January 2018, the Italian Competition Authority (AGCM) signed two Memoranda of Understanding with the Public Prosecutors of Milan and Rome. These memoranda set up an operational framework for the exchange of information within the respective areas of responsibility. In particular, the AGCM agreed to promptly transmit to the Public Prosecutors information and documentation they request, whenever criminal conduct occurs, with the possibility of criminal investigations to be launched in parallel with the administrative proceedings.\[51\]

- In Japan, the JFTC can file criminal charges with the Public Prosecutor-General.

- In Korea, the Korean Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) can file complaints with the Prosecutors’ Office (PO).

- In the United Kingdom, the CMA – with concurrent jurisdiction on criminal offences – entered into two Memoranda of Understanding with the Serious Fraud Office (SFO, which has concurrent jurisdiction on prosecuting the criminal cartel offences in England and Wales, and in Northern Ireland) and the Crown Office and the Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS, which can investigate and prosecute criminal cartel offences in Scotland), setting out the basis on which the authorities co-operate.\[52\]
82. It is argued (Barnett, 2006[6]) that, having the competition agencies in charge of investigating and prosecuting antitrust criminal offences – also in conjunction with other related crimes such as in the United States – may ensure that such cases are prioritised and get sufficient attention. However, in some jurisdictions, there are constitutional or other restrictions in the legal framework preventing administrative bodies such as competition agencies from exercising criminal enforcement powers. In these jurisdictions, even though the enforcement of criminal law is entrusted to specific entities such as public prosecutors, competition agencies’ co-operation with public prosecutors (with different means and degree of involvement) is widely adopted: in some jurisdictions (e.g. France) the authority vested with criminal investigation powers may formally request the competition agency’s assistance in the criminal investigation. Moreover, having competition agencies in charge of investigating and prosecuting antitrust criminal offences often requires that they are conferred more powers and granted more resources (e.g. to ensure a widespread presence in their own jurisdiction). At the same time, competition authorities may not be technically prepared to exercise prosecutorial functions before criminal courts.

83. In many jurisdictions where prosecution authorities are in charge of prosecuting antitrust criminal offences, these authorities are decentralised and not specialised. Criminal prosecutors may not have sufficient expertise or a particular desire to prosecute antitrust cases. This may result in under-enforcement, especially in jurisdictions with prosecutorial discretion. That said, there are mechanisms to mitigate these risks. Firstly, the establishment of a centralised prosecutor dedicated to antitrust cases may address these issues (Wagner-von Papp, 2016, pp. 20-21[44]). Secondly, the involvement of a competition agency in criminal trials may mitigate the risk linked to prosecution authorities’ insufficient degree of expertise and it could also have the function of protecting the effectiveness of its leniency programme (see 4.7 below). In practice, it was noted (Wagner-von Papp, 2016[44]) that – with regard to France and Germany – there has been “very little involvement” of competition agencies in the actual prosecution, compared – for instance – to the investigation and prosecution of tax crimes in Germany, where tax authorities and public prosecutors have concurrent jurisdiction and, even when the public prosecutors take the lead, the tax authorities have information and participation rights. Thirdly, the limited interest/incentive for prosecution authorities to prosecute antitrust offences may be partially mitigated by the fact that often these crimes – for instance bid rigging cases – could be accompanied by other charges such as money laundering, false statements and fraud.
The “Car Wash” (“Lava-Jato” in Portuguese) case encompasses a set of investigations initiated in 2013. It addresses bid rigging, corruption and money laundering, targeting financial operators, politicians and company officials in the energy (Petrobras) and construction industries.

The initial investigation focused on money laundering and possible corruption schemes, but it also suggested that several construction companies were fixing prices and dividing markets in a number of government procurements. This led to the involvement of CADE. In addition to CADE, the Public Prosecutor’s Office and the Comptroller General’s Office carried out investigations.

This investigation triggered the need to enhance co-operation between investigation bodies. To this effect, in 2013, a new Anticorruption law (Law no. 12,846 of 2013) and a new Organized Crime Law (Law no. 12,850 of 2013) were adopted. Both laws introduced or enhanced leniency programmes, largely inspired by CADE’s leniency programme. As a result, the new Organized Crime Law led the Federal Public Prosecution Office to make extensive use of criminal leniency agreements in the Car Wash operation. Having multiple leniency programmes increases the need for co-operation between the competition agencies and other investigative bodies.

Source: (Burnier da Silveira and Oliveira Fernandes, 2019[45])

84. Another key stakeholder in the judiciary are courts or juries. Indeed, as noted in 4.3, criminal enforcement requires having separate investigative/prosecutorial functions and adjudicative/decision-making functions. In many jurisdictions, criminal antitrust cases are heard by non-specialised judges, usually by ordinary criminal courts. Therefore, prosecution authorities may encounter difficulties in presenting conduct occurring in complex markets, and a non-specialised court or a jury of laypeople may not be very keen on dealing with complex economic crimes (so not only antitrust offences). This risk appears lower if criminalisation is only applied to hard core cartels, as in the United States, where these offences ultimately may be presented to a jury of laypeople.

85. To support non-specialised judges, procedural rules may allow courts to request an opinion on a specific case from the competition agency or allow a competition agency to intervene as amicus curiae (i.e. someone permitted by the court to advise it in respect to some matter of law that directly affects the case in question). It should be noted that this instrument may not be available in jurisdictions where the competition agency has jurisdiction to prosecute criminal offences.

86. Finally, having high maximum sentences in the law may not be sufficient to guide judges or juries in their decisions. Sentencing guidelines may be a useful instrument to provide a methodology. However, this instrument is not available in all jurisdictions and, in some jurisdictions, (mandatory) guidelines may not be acceptable as they impact the judiciary’s independence. In the United States, the DoJ issued Federal Sentencing Guidelines (U.S.S.G.) in 1987 (further revised), but courts can depart from these guideline as affirmed by the US Supreme Court in United States v. Booker.
4.7. Criminalisation, leniency and other forms of co-operation

87. This sub-section focuses on leniency programmes and plea agreements, while other forms of “incentives” for companies to engage in ethical corporate behaviour and for individuals to report cartels are briefly described in the two boxes below.

Box 7. Corporate compliance programmes

It remains controversial whether the adoption of corporate compliance programmes should be a relevant factor in granting immunity or a reduction of the sanctions in either administrative or criminal enforcement systems.\(^{97}\) Even though certain competition agencies and courts recognise that corporate compliance programmes may be taken into account in cartel enforcement, the effect of such programmes on sanctions differs across jurisdictions. That said, it does not seem that any jurisdiction has taken the view that having in place a compliance programme should result in an immunity from antitrust sanctions.

In 2019, the DoJ introduced a new approach to antitrust compliance programmes, rewarding and providing incentives for companies to engage in ethical corporate behaviour and it published written guidance containing the considerations weighted by the DoJ when evaluating compliance programmes in criminal investigations. Under this approach, the mere existence of corporate compliance programmes does not constitute a mitigating factor and programmes need to be evaluated. In essence, the DoJ will now assess compliance efforts in place at the time of the alleged conduct at both the charging phase and the sentencing phase. As to the charging phase, the Justice Manual was amended to allow prosecutors, subject to an assessment of the compliance programme at issue, to proceed with a Deferred Prosecution Agreement (DPA).\(^{98}\) As to the sentencing phase, under the Sentencing Guidelines an “effective” compliance programme that meets the evaluation criteria can a) result in a reduction of the defendant’s culpability score; b) be relevant in determining the corporate fine; and c) be relevant for the DoJ’s probation recommendation.

Sources:
(Wils, 2013\(^{[33]}\)); (Geradin, 2013\(^{[46]}\))
(Delrahim, 2019\(^{[47]}\))
Box 8. Whistle-blower systems

In the last decade, several jurisdictions adopted whistle-blower systems to allow outside informants to anonymously come forward, outside the context of leniency applications. These systems are not limited to criminal offences.

Jurisdictions with whistle-blower systems include Canada, the EU, Hungary, Korea, Romania, Spain, and the United Kingdom. In the United States, although there is no whistle-blower system applicable to antitrust criminal enforcement, it is worth noting that whistle-blowers actions under the False Claim Act (FCA), which provides rewards, have been associated with bid rigging cases involving supplies to US military bases in Korea and USAID infrastructure contracts in Egypt. Some of these systems also provide for rewards (e.g. Korea, Hungary, and the United Kingdom). Rewards (also called “bounties”) for whistle-blowers can be an effective tool to reduce costs of detection of cartels as well as to improve deterrence. Bounties in cartel cases could be paid to both companies and individuals.

According to Whelan (2014, pp. 134-136), there are two advantages of providing bounties in the context of criminalisation: a) the body exercising adjudicative functions (i.e. a judge or jury) may consider the use of bounty-seekers to be an “acceptable evil”, if such anti-competitive conduct is considered morally reprehensible; and b) the risk of facing criminal liability (including imprisonment) should refrain companies involved in cartels concerning different markets from taking turns to whistle-blow (and obtain bounties) for each cartel. However, jurisdictions may face cultural opposition, if cartels are not perceived as serious crimes. Despite these advantages, bounties should be employed with caution. Competition agencies should ensure that evidence collected in this way is corroborated by other sources. Moreover, sanctions should be put in place to deter bounty-seekers from submitting false and misleading information.

Sources:
(OECD, 2019, p. 33; OECD, 2013, p. 1)
(Himes and Perez, 2019, p. 7; Zimmer, 2016, p. 32)

4.7.1. The interplay between criminalisation and leniency

Leniency (or amnesty) programmes offer cartelists (companies and, in some cases, individuals) that self-report and hand over evidence either total immunity from fines or, in some jurisdictions, a reduction of sanctions that competition agencies would have otherwise imposed on them. They are largely employed as methods to increase detection and aim at overcoming the intrinsic secrecy of cartel conduct both in criminal and administrative regimes. Moreover, leniency programmes can only work if companies and individuals perceive a risk that competition agencies would detect and establish a competition infringement without recourse to leniency. As the OECD (2019, p. 27) observed, “discussions on leniency always recognised that leniency policies do not operate in a vacuum and need to appraise their interaction with criminal liability, settlement and early termination procedures ... as well as private damages actions”. Therefore, it is essential to assess the relationship between criminalisation and leniency. In this regard, there is an open debate which mainly concerns whether criminalisation trends hamper or enhance the effectiveness of leniency, and in particular of administrative leniency programmes.
89. On the one hand, it is argued that “sanctions against individuals ... can increase the effectiveness of leniency programmes as they are a powerful incentive for individuals to reveal information about existing cartels and to cooperate in investigations” (OECD, 2005, p. 26[2]). For example, Hammond (2010[31]) observed that criminalisation resulted in an increase in the number of corporate immunity applications in the United States. Similarly, Brazil seems to have experienced an increased number of leniency applications, following criminalisation of its regime (Whelan, 2014, p. 137[33]). This may reflect the inherent conflict between companies’ and individuals’ interests, with companies trying to anticipate individual leniency applications by their employees under the threat of criminal sanctions. That said, the empirical evidence supporting the view that criminal sanctions increase the number of leniency applications remains limited (Beaton-Wells, 2016, p. 6[22]).

90. On the other hand, it is argued that, even absent any individual liability for cartel offences, competition enforcement regimes may put in place the right incentives for individuals to “blow the whistle” and co-operate with competition agencies, while – on the contrary – criminalisation may increase the efforts to conceal such conduct due to the higher risks that individuals may run, including being subject to incarceration (Whelan, 2014[33]). In particular, it is argued that the introduction of criminalisation may have a chilling effect on leniency applications in administrative proceedings. In the context of the debate on the impact of criminal sanctions upon administrative leniency policies within the EU, Whelan (2014[33]) observed that potential negative impacts could result from a) companies applying for leniency that care about the potential criminal consequences for their employees even in other jurisdictions; b) individuals applying for administrative leniency (on behalf of the companies) concerned about being exposed to criminal sanctions; and c) employees being exposed to criminal sanctions not willing to co-operate with their companies to gather and submit the information needed for administrative leniency applications.

91. Notwithstanding these opposite views, it cannot be discounted that the co-existence of criminalisation with administrative leniency programmes requires adjustments to provide the right incentives for individuals as well as to protect their rights. Indeed, leniency policies that are not aligned with possible parallel criminal procedures might lack effectiveness (OECD, 2019, p. 27[17]).

92. Multi-jurisdictional criminal enforcement – or, more precisely, an insufficient harmonisation of the criminal consequences for individuals – also appears to impact leniency programmes by reducing, in the context of international cartels, the incentives to apply for administrative immunity in one jurisdiction if the same conduct can be criminally prosecuted in another jurisdiction (OECD, 2019, p. 32[17]). For example, Ginsburg and Cheng (2019[35]) note that “ironically ... the global proliferation of criminal sanctions and leniency policies may have reduced the net incentive to report cartels”. Furthermore, according to Klawiter (2019[23]), the increased costs of obtaining leniency in multiple jurisdictions (together with the proliferation of damages actions) contributed to the recent decline of criminal enforcement in the United States. In other words, facing criminal sanctions in some jurisdictions, companies and their employees might decide not to apply for leniency at all, and may be reluctant to co-operate even in countries where there are no criminal sanctions (OECD, 2018, p. 11[51]).

93. Such risks for leniency applicants are further exacerbated if a case also concerns jurisdictions where a decision whether to criminally prosecute lies outside the sphere of competition agencies (see 4.6.2 above). As Beaton-Wells (2016, p. 9[22]) notes “[s]uch a scenario cannot be dismissed as entirely theoretical given that international law does not recognise double jeopardy or ne bis in idem principles and it is unclear whether in such a
case authorities should or would take the prosecution of an individual in another jurisdiction into account either in deciding to prosecute or in assessing sentence”. 101

Similar concerns apply to plea agreements (see in 4.7.4 below).

4.7.2. Criminal immunity

94. To address the potential negative impact of criminalisation on administrative leniency programmes, several jurisdictions (e.g. Australia, Canada, Chile, Ireland, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and the United States) grant immunity from criminal charges to the first individual(s) reporting illegal conduct, admitting guilt and co-operating with competition agencies. 102

95. With a criminal immunity system in place, individuals would strongly co-operate and support the evidence gathering process within their companies to secure immunity (Whelan, 2014, pp. 136-137[33]). In other words, this “dual effect” (administrative and criminal) of leniency seems instrumental to strengthen the co-operation of individuals involved in the cartel. In this regard, the EU “ECN+ Directive” states that, in principle, individual leniency applicants “should [...] be protected from sanctions in relation to their involvement in the secret cartel covered by the application imposed by public authorities in criminal, administrative and non-criminal judicial proceedings pursuant to national laws that predominantly pursue the same objectives to those pursued by Article 101 TFEU, such as national laws on bid-rigging”. 103 In particular concerning criminal proceedings, according to the ECN+ Directive, EU Member States shall “ensure that current and former directors, managers and other members of staff of applicants for immunity from fines to competition authorities are protected from sanctions imposed in criminal proceedings”, subject to certain conditions and active co-operation with the competent prosecuting authority. 104

96. Other key characteristics of a well-functioning leniency programme are transparency and predictability. In a criminalisation context, this translates into the certainty of criminal immunity for reporting individuals. An ex ante certainty of criminal immunity appears to ultimately require competition agencies to be in charge of prosecuting criminal cases such as in the United States, or at least having concurrent jurisdiction between the competition agency and public prosecutors such as in the United Kingdom. As affirmed in the EU ECN+ Directive, “[l]egal uncertainty as to whether current and former directors, managers and other members of staff of applicants for immunity are shielded from individual sanctions such as fines, disqualification or imprisonment, could prevent potential applicants from applying for leniency”. 105 Therefore, discretion may not be sufficient to provide the right incentives to individuals – who generally have access to the information needed for a successful leniency application – to report cartels and to co-operate with their companies. 106 Indeed, for instance, in 2018, the Russian competition agency (FAS) noted that, with criminal immunity of individuals being within the competence of law enforcement bodies, it cannot relieve first leniency applicants and this may discourage leniency applicants (OECD, 2018, pp. 5-6[54]).

97. Finally, criminal laws may also have general leniency provisions applicable to individuals helping to uncover crimes that could apply to antitrust offences. However, their application may be limited to certain specific crimes or to crimes with specific statutory penalties (e.g. minimum jail time).
**Who has the power to grant criminal immunity?**

98. As noted above, to provide the proper incentives, criteria to qualify for criminal immunity should be clear and transparent. The key point is that immunity shall be guaranteed. Co-ordinating a leniency programme and criminal sanctions (and immunity) raises more difficulties in jurisdictions where criminal prosecution is the responsibility of another authority which technically is not bound by decisions and policies of the competition authority. In such cases the competition authority might not have the ability to guarantee immunity from prosecution (OECD, 2003, p. 19[9]). Moreover, in some jurisdictions, criminal laws may not even allow individuals to obtain immunity as this may conflict with the principles of mandatory prosecution (although exceptions to this principle do exist) and that it is ultimately left to judges to decide whether to impose sanctions. It should be noted that, from an incentive perspective, individuals may refrain from reporting their own conduct even if this would only result in indictment (with reputational consequences) and no ultimate sanction. So what seems to be most effective, although not always feasible, is granting immunity from prosecution rather than from criminal sanctions.

99. Jurisdictions differ as to the authority that has the power to grant criminal immunity, and in particular, whether a) this power is exclusively allocated to the competition agency; b) it requires a joint (negotiation and) approval by the competition agency and the public prosecutor; or c) the public prosecutor decides independently. Procedures also vary. For example:

- In Canada, the Competition Bureau may only recommend to the Public Prosecution Service of Canada (PPSC) that leniency applicants be considered for immunity or lenient treatment in sentencing (OECD, 2018, p. 3[53]).

- In Chile, the first leniency applicants shall be exempted from criminal liability. For such purposes, the relevant individuals are identified in the competition agency’s (FNE) “complaint” and then declared by the Competition Tribunal. Their criminal immunity is subject to the individuals submitting the same information that they had previously provided to the FNE to the Criminal Public Prosecutor and the competent criminal court, and testifying in the corresponding criminal trial (OECD, 2018, pp. 3-4[56]).

- In South Africa, the corporate leniency policy does not provide for criminal immunity of individuals and the Competition Commission can only make a submission to the National Prosecuting Authority requesting that leniency be granted to the individuals who may otherwise face criminal prosecution (Morphet and Hlatshwayo, 2017, p. 38[31]).

100. When the power to grant criminal immunity is not exclusively allocated to the competition agency, it is particularly important to involve the prosecution authorities at an early stage. For example, in the 2014 Peer Review of Romania, the OECD recommended a “better and more systematic co-ordination with criminal prosecutors” with further “efforts to co-ordinate leniency and immunity programmes” (OECD, 2014, p. 92[57]).

101. Even where the power is assigned to competition agencies by law, it may require them to co-operate with prosecution authorities. For instance, in Brazil, where CADE was assigned the power to grant criminal immunity, it has traditionally involved criminal prosecutors in co-signing leniency agreements (OECD, 2018, p. 4[32]). Calliari (2015[28]) observed that this mechanism has worked, but it is a “delicate balance” that depends “on the goodwill of the prosecutors”, so he proposed to put in place a system to ensure that individuals could reach parallel but simultaneous settlements with both CADE and criminal
prosecutors. In Brazil, such co-ordination is also needed because there are multiple leniency systems, with different authorities such as the Federal Public Prosecution Office and the Comptroller General with powers to grant immunity according to their own procedures and with different effects. It was observed (Burnier da Silveira and Oliveira Fernandes, 2019, pp. 146-147[45]) that, within this framework, “the absence of coordinated forms of leniency can lessen the incentives to collaborate with the authorities”.

Who can benefit from criminal immunity?

102. There are open questions as to how to design this “dual effect” system of immunity. For instance, whether immunity granted to a company should extend to all its co-operating directors and employees and whether former directors, officers and employees can also qualify for immunity if they co-operate in the investigation.110 Other questions concern the cross effects of leniency applications on companies and individuals. For instance, open questions include whether immunity granted to a company should exclude immunity to individuals of the same company subsequently applying for (criminal) immunity or whether criminal immunity for individuals should result in an administrative immunity for their company.

103. Moreover, Whelan (2014[33]) notes that to secure the advantages of criminal immunity in the conflict between companies and individuals, there must be the possibility for individuals to seek immunity without having to co-operate in the administrative immunity application of the company.

4.7.3. Other implications of criminal immunity

104. There are other potential issues that jurisdictions should consider when criminalisation with criminal immunity is adopted. These are briefly raised below.

105. Firstly, there are strategic considerations on the timing of criminal and administrative investigations, which – as mentioned above – are often conducted in parallel.

106. Secondly, the scope of protection granted to individuals awarded immunity is an important factor that impacts on the effectiveness of the leniency system. It has also implications as to the possibility to use evidence to prove other crimes. In fact, as mentioned above, cartel charges are often combined with other criminal charges such as bribery, corruption or false claims.111 However, immunity from cartel charges may not always extend to other crimes. In Brazil, for instance, the law extends the scope of leniency protection including conspiracy, bid rigging and “other crimes directly related to the practice of cartel” (OECD, 2018[32]).112 However, there is no consensus on what falls under “related crimes”.113 In order to ensure more certainty, the leniency agreements signed in the “Car Wash” case explicitly stated that the benefits of the agreement, including the criminal immunity, did not apply to the crimes of corruption and money laundering (Burnier da Silveira and Oliveira Fernandes, 2019, p. 147[45]).

107. Thirdly, disclosure rules in the context of criminal trials may require a higher degree of transparency. These could have implications on the confidential nature of leniency applications, which ensures in many jurisdictions the integrity of leniency programmes. In the United States, strict confidentiality is achieved through plea agreements (see 4.7.4 below) that avoid a full disclosure in court, although leniency applicants may have to disclose more in a trial of co-conspirators. In jurisdictions where plea agreements are not available or not widely adopted, it is more difficult to protect the confidentiality of leniency applications. It may also be problematic in cases of public
prosecutors requesting access to leniency applications as observed, for instance, in Chile (OECD, 2018, p. 6[50]). Moreover, transparency rules in criminal trials may further discourage leniency applications by facilitating follow-on actions for damages. To mitigate the exposure of leniency applicants, the United States limited their civil damages exposure to the actual damages caused, excluding the possibility of civil plaintiffs to obtain treble damages and joint and several liability for damages caused by the overall conspiracy, provided that leniency applicants co-operate with private plaintiffs in their damage actions against remaining cartel members.114 This provision is set to expire in June 2020 due to a sunset provision in the legislation.

108. Finally, in practice, individuals granted criminal immunity may have less incentives to co-operate as witnesses in court proceedings (Whelan, 2014[33]), where their testimony is required according to procedural rules and their duty to co-operate does not extend to (separate) criminal proceedings. Even when they co-operate in court proceedings, judges and juries may not view their testimonies favourably. Jury resistance to the testimony of leniency witnesses may be especially problematic in a trial concerning a two-party cartel. This was observed in the UK’s failed prosecution of British Airways executives involved in the air cargo cartel. In that case, Virgin Atlantic had secured immunity and its employees had received no action letters from the OFT. It was noted (Beaton-Wells, 2016, p. 11[22]) that “[t]his meant that only half of those responsible were facing criminal prosecution and sanctions, while the other half not only escaped these repercussions, but also continued working in the industry”.

4.7.4. Plea agreements

109. The US experience shows that plea agreements (also called “plea bargains”) are another tool often used in criminal enforcement systems.

110. Although there is no commonly agreed definition of plea agreements, through such procedures competition agencies and companies suspected of anti-competitive conduct generally agree on a number of substantive findings and procedural matters in exchange for expediting the case and a reduction in the sanctions (OECD, 2019, pp. 52-53[17]). Moreover, there is no consensus on the use of plea bargaining in criminal law. For many authors, the debate about plea bargaining should be about whether this tool is compatible with the values of a criminal justice system and the rights of defendants (OECD, 2006, p. 36[58]; Beaton-Wells, 2016, p. 10[22]).

111. In the United States, where only the first leniency applicant gets full immunity, plea agreements are used to grant reduced sanctions116 for those companies and individuals who do not qualify for automatic leniency,117 but wish to co-operate.118 Also, individuals’ co-operation at an early stage may qualify as “a mitigating factor” when imposing criminal sentences, even in cases where leniency is not available. In the interest of transparency and predictability, the DoJ makes public Model Plea Agreements available for both companies and individuals.119 The DoJ recently revised these two models to ensure – among other considerations – full co-operation from individuals, who can be asked to assist the investigation with “affirmative investigative opportunities” such as the participation in covert techniques.120

112. Moreover, a tendency to prosecute a greater number of individuals for each company has been observed in the United States, with individuals being carved out from corporate plea agreements entered by “non-leniency” companies (Hammond, 2010, p. 1[51]). The carved-out individuals may include “culpable employees, employees who refuse to cooperate with the DoJ’s investigation, or employees against whom the DoJ is still developing evidence” (OECD,
2006, p. 165[58]). The DoJ retains the discretion to prosecute these individuals for their participation in the conspiracy, regardless of the disposition of the case as to their company.

113. In other jurisdictions such as Canada the decision on whether to enter into plea bargaining is not with the competition agency. It is solely under the authority of the Attorney General, i.e. the independent prosecution authority. That said, in practice, there is significant co-operation between the Competition Bureau and the Attorney General throughout the enforcement process and the Competition Bureau participates in these discussions by providing support and advice to the Attorney General (OECD, 2006, pp. 83-84[58]).

114. Plea agreements also raise the question about the proper role of courts. Some observers have expressed a preference for more active courts to uphold the principle of judicial oversight. Courts have also insisted that they do not just rubberstamp a proposed settlement and judges may be reluctant to enforce plea agreements (OECD, 2006, p. 43[58]).

115. Finally, it is worth noting that – where the competition agency is not in charge of criminal prosecution – plea agreements may not be an effective tool because they often require an admission of guilt, with potential negative consequences for individuals then prosecuted for antitrust offences and other related crimes.

**Box 9. The Maxzone case in Canada**

This case was an international price fixing cartel among aftermarket auto parts distributors. The Canadian subsidiary of one of the cartelists, Maxzone, entered into a plea agreement with the Canada Competition Bureau. As a result, the agency sought a fine of CAD 1.5 million (approximately EUR 1 million), but no prison sentence against any individuals.

In October 2012, the Canada’s Federal Court accepted the recommendation on sentencing. However, in his judgement, Chief Justice Crampton observed that, in future cases, the prosecution’s recommendation on sentencing should include more information on the seriousness of the conduct to support sentencing. Chief Justice Crampton also suggested that the Canada’s Federal Court would require convincing reasons to refrain from imposing prison sentences on individuals in certain circumstances in the future.

This suggestion may have reflected the 2009-2010 amendments of the Canadian Competition Act increasing prison terms (and maximum fines). Prior to these amendments, individual offenders had been subject to house arrest or conditional sentences, instead of imprisonment. Moreover, there was criticism that the tough approach suggested in the Maxzone case would have reduced the incentive for cartel offenders to apply for leniency.

*Sources:*
(Norton Rose Fulbright, 2016, pp. 20-23[27])
(Grenfell, 2012[59])
5. Enforcement and international co-operation in the context of criminalisation

116. Many hard core cartels have an international dimension, with cartelists from various countries colluding in multiple jurisdictions. This international dimension is also reflected in competition agencies’ enforcement. As highlighted in the OECD Competition Trends 2020, the majority (68%) of global cartels – international cartels with a geographic range across more than one continent – were sanctioned by multiple jurisdictions (OECD, 2020, p. 12). Hence, as more generally recognised in the context of cartel enforcement, international co-operation is an essential element to ensure effective criminal enforcement. That said, there are issues specific to criminal enforcement that deserve a dedicated discussion.

117. This Section looks at challenges for international co-operation between criminal and administrative/civil jurisdictions as well as at the additional co-operation forms available between criminal jurisdictions. It also describes the increasing efforts to prosecute individuals located overseas.

5.1. How to co-ordinate among different jurisdictions

118. In the 2013 OECD/ICN Survey on International Enforcement Co-operation, differences in enforcement systems (where criminal prosecution was possible vs. exclusively administrative/civil regimes) were considered to be among the most important limitations for international co-operation (OECD, 2013, p. 105). In particular, criminalisation may present practical disadvantages for international co-operation due to resistance by non-criminalised jurisdictions to co-operate (and in particular to share information) with jurisdictions in which enforcement proceedings may result in the incarceration of individuals (Whelan, 2014; OECD, 2012, p. 128). So one of the questions to address is whether there is, in practice, a “reduced co-operation” between criminal jurisdictions and administrative jurisdictions.

119. This can result in a limited use of informal co-operation methods widely employed by competition agencies in administrative jurisdictions. Also, legal limitations exist. For example, Article 12(3) of EU Regulation No. 1/2003 prescribes that information exchanged between competition agencies “can only be used in evidence to impose sanctions on natural persons where: i) the law of the transmitting authority foresees sanctions of a similar kind in relation to an infringement of Article 81 or Article 82 of the Treaty or, in the absence thereof, and ii) the information has been collected in a way which respects the same level of protection of the rights of defence of natural persons as provided for under the national rules of the receiving authority. However, in this case, the information exchanged cannot be used by the receiving authority to impose custodial sanctions”. Moreover, in some instances, jurisdictions that allow their enforcement agency(ies) to exchange confidential information do so subject to conditions. Among the commonly identified conditions for the transmission of confidential information, the 2013 OECD/ICN Survey on International Enforcement Co-operation identified conditions restricting the use of the information to a non-criminal proceeding. A best practice in this regard is that the requesting jurisdiction should ensure that its privilege against self-incrimination is respected, when using the exchanged information in criminal proceedings against individuals.

120. Legal limitations can also derive from the application of the “dual criminality” principle, which limits co-operation to cases when the antitrust offence is considered a crime both in the requesting and the requested jurisdiction.
121. Further obstacles may derive from the legal constraints applicable to the disclosure/sharing of information gathered in the context of criminal investigations, or under country-specific criminal procedure rules on the admissibility of evidence. For instance, in the United States, much of the information gathered by the DoJ in the course of a criminal investigation is statutorily protected from disclosure and such information cannot be exchanged absent appropriate court orders. Restrictions also apply to the introduction of evidence provided by other jurisdictions in a criminal trial in the United States, where information must meet the requirements of relevant federal rules of criminal procedure and evidence (OECD, 2012, pp. 269-271).126

5.1.1. The Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties and antitrust mutual assistance agreements

122. A possible solution to some of these obstacles are the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs). MLATs are bilateral treaties of general application pursuant to which treaty counterparts agree to provide specific reciprocal assistance in criminal law enforcement matters. Even though the specific provisions of each treaty vary, MLATs normally allow the signatories to request assistance from each other, including the use of formal investigative powers – such as record collection and questioning of witnesses – and sharing of confidential information.

123. Although MLATs seem to partially resolve the limitations of the “dual criminality” principle (requiring that the conduct be criminal in both the receiving and requesting jurisdictions) as they could cover offences deemed criminal only in one (i.e. the requesting) jurisdiction (OECD, 2013, p. 53),127 in practice, some MLATs adhere to this principle. Therefore, as noted in the 2012 OECD Roundtable on Improving International Co-operation in Cartel Investigations, MLATs are essentially a form of co-operation between criminal jurisdictions and they are unavailable to jurisdictions based on an administrative system of enforcement (OECD, 2012, p. 13).

124. The MLAT between Canada and the United States is probably one of the most frequently used MLATs in cartel cases. In 2012, Canada reported that the Competition Bureau “has used MLATs to seek evidence located outside of Canada in 10 investigations and has responded to 6 MLAT requests to provide evidence relating to cartel investigation to foreign agencies” (OECD, 2012, p. 124). In 2001, the US-UK MLAT was amended by removing a side letter provision that had excluded antitrust from the scope of assistance.

125. Despite these examples, MLATs are not specifically designed for competition law enforcement. Moreover, it seems that MLAT are also complicated to employ when requests to obtain information for criminal cartel investigations are processed by central MLAT (not competition) authorities, which do not have experience with antitrust infringements (OECD, 2019, p. 87). Furthermore, as stated above, MLATs are relevant only in cases where both jurisdictions contemplate criminal antitrust enforcement. Consequently, they would function more effectively if criminalisation is largely adopted. Finally, Whelan (2014) notes that these are solutions working best at bilateral level between close trading partners (rather than at multilateral level), which would also justify the requested jurisdiction to invest resources in co-operating with the requesting jurisdiction.

126. Therefore, MLATs and other (more informal) co-operation mechanisms have their limitations. Antitrust mutual assistance agreements – although not widely adopted – can enable greater co-operation. For instance, the 1999 Agreement on Mutual Antitrust Enforcement Assistance signed between the United States and Australia provided for the signatory authorities to request broad assistance in criminal antitrust matters, including the
exercise of compulsory powers to obtain testimony and documentary information. Australia reported that the ACCC has assisted the DoJ to execute search warrants in Australia and DoJ staff, who visited Australia in person, to gather information (OECD, 2012, p. 109).}

Box 10. Examples of international (bilateral) co-operation

The US-Canada Nishikawa Rubber case

In 2016, a manufacturer of automotive parts, Nishikawa Rubber Co. Ltd, was charged in the United States with taking part in international bid rigging, which affected the United States and Canada. The company pleaded guilty in the United States and agreed to pay a USD 130 million (approximately EUR 120 million) fine.

The Canada Competition Bureau and the DoJ closely co-operated. In particular, the two agencies “were able to identify affected sales of automotive body sealing products manufactured in the United States and then shipped to Canada for assembly into automobiles that were imported into the United States. These sales were included as affected commerce for purposes of calculating Nishikawa’s fine”. Since the conduct primarily targeted the United States and the fine imposed was considered an effective remedy in both jurisdictions, the Canada Competition Bureau agreed to not pursue further enforcement action against Nishikawa Rubber Co. Ltd for this conduct.

The US-UK Marine Hoses case

This case relates to an international cartel among marine hose manufacturers. In this case, the European Commission, the OFT, the DoJ and the JFTC co-operated throughout the process.

At the investigation phase, the DoJ arrested and prosecuted individual offenders. Subsequently, the OFT prosecuted these offenders under UK law. At the prosecution phase, the US plea agreements with individual offenders included the admission of their cartel offence in the United Kingdom, and the obligation not to seek from the UK court a sentence of imprisonment shorter than the one agreed on in the US plea agreements. Although the OFT argued that the US plea agreements would not have legal effect under UK law, it was observed that the offenders clearly expected these to produce some effects in the United Kingdom.

Finally, at the sentencing phase, the US plea agreements provided for concurrent prison sentences to be served in the United States and United Kingdom. In other words, the US plea agreements allowed for the period of prison sentence in the United States to be offset by the period served in the United Kingdom.

Sources:


Lobel-Lastmann, 2008

(Ince and Christian, 2008)

5.2. Prosecution of individuals overseas

127. In principle, there are no restrictions on prosecuting individuals located overseas for criminal antitrust offences.

128. In 1999, for the first time, incarceration for a cartel offence was imposed against an individual located overseas. This was the result of a plea agreement between the DoJ and a Swiss executive involved in a global cartel in the vitamin sector. Since the 1990s, the number of foreign defendants in the United States has risen (Ginsburg and Cheng, 2019, p. 20[35]), and extradition is frequently sought. In 2001, the DoJ adopted a policy placing indicted fugitives on the INTERPOL “Red Notice” list, which essentially serves, in many INTERPOL countries, as request to arrest individuals with the objective of extraditing them (Hammond, 2010[51]). Recent cases in the United States include the following: a) in January 2020, the DoJ secured the extradition from Italy of a Dutch national who engaged in a price fixing cartel in the air cargo industry and was a fugitive for almost ten years; and b) in March 2020, the DoJ secured the extradition from Germany of a Korean national who engaged in a cartel in the automotive parts sector and was a fugitive for almost five years. Another recent example is the ongoing criminal case in the United States against Korean fuel suppliers who engaged in bid rigging conspiracies targeting US army operations in Korea.

129. Despite these cases, there are legal and practical obstacles to prosecuting individuals located overseas. Firstly, jurisdictions receiving an extradition request may have concerns over the extraterritorial application of criminal cases. Secondly, extradition can typically only be granted if the “dual criminality” requirement is met. That said, in practice, as often cartel offences are linked with other crimes, an extradition request against a cartel offender may be successfully granted if grounded on other crimes, even absent the “dual criminality” requirement for the cartel offence. In fact, it seems that to date – extraditions to the United States solely based on an antitrust charge have occurred in only three cases. Thirdly, it should not be underestimated that prosecuting individuals overseas may increase the duration of litigation and the resources required to prosecute a case, also considering that the extradition contemplates court proceedings in the country where the individual is located, and that incentives for fugitives to self-surrender may be particularly low if custodial sentences can be imposed. For instance, as mentioned above, a Dutch national indicted in the United States in 2010 for price fixing in the market for international air cargo shipments was a fugitive for almost ten years and extradited only in January 2020. That said, it is noted (Powers, 2020[64]) that such cases are evidence of the competition agencies’ commitment to prosecute accountable individuals.
The first case of extradition to the United States based on an antitrust charge involved Romano Pisciotti, an Italian national and former executive of a marine hose manufacturer who was extradited from Germany in 2014 for participating in a conspiracy to rig bids, fix prices and allocate market shares of marine hose sold in the United States and elsewhere.

Mr. Pisciotti pleaded guilty and was sentenced to serve a total of two years in prison (with credit for the nine months he was held in the custody of the German government pending his extradition) and paid a criminal fine of USD 50 000 (approximately EUR 46 000).

Mr. Pisciotti opposed the extradition request and filed appeals, inter alia, to the Federal Constitutional Court in Germany. The extradition in this case was granted because the “dual criminality” requirement was met as bid rigging is a criminal offence under Section 298 of the German Criminal Code.

Following his extradition to the United States, Mr. Pisciotti brought an action for damages before the Regional Court of Berlin requesting that Germany be held liable for authorising his extradition. He claimed that Germany had breached the EU non-discrimination principle, by refusing to allow him to benefit from the prohibition of extradition provided for in the German constitution for all German nationals. This was in fact relied on by a German national involved in the same cartel and subject to a US arrest warrant.

The Berlin Regional Court referred the question to the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling. The European Court of Justice, in short, found the Germany did not breach EU law. It found that Germany could have pursued a less restrictive measure consisting in the surrender of Mr. Pisciotti to his Member State of origin (i.e. Italy). However, such a measure would only be available if Italy had issued a European arrest warrant, while numerous submissions of Member States emphasised the difficulties of this approach.

Sources:
Case C-191/16, Romano Pisciotti v Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Judgment of 10 April 2018, ECLI:EU:C:2018:222.
(Strange, 2019[65])
6. Conclusion

130. This paper shows that a *prima facie* case can be made that enforcement against cartels and bid rigging offences would be more effective with criminalisation, and in particular with custodial sentences against individuals. Nevertheless, it must be noted that sanctions against individuals can only complement (and not replace) sanctions against companies. Contrary to other crimes such as embezzlement benefitting only the individual and victimising the company, antitrust violations are typically beneficial to the companies, and employees mainly act in the interest of their companies and they are motivated by the incentives that companies set for them (Wils, 2013[3]). Moreover, having more jurisdictions with criminal enforcement can increase deterrence by raising costs of entering or continuing to engage in cartels (Barnett, 2006[6]).

131. To summarise the rationales for criminal sanctions, while simply imposing monetary fines against companies may not lead to sufficient deterrence, it remains unclear whether criminalisation (and custodial sentences) would solve this issue. More empirical studies are needed to test the two rationales of deterrence and retribution (moral stigma) in societies and business communities. A first question is how to measure the level of criminal enforcement. For instance, whether one should look at the trends in terms of jail time and criminal fines imposed, rather than the number of cartels detected or criminally prosecuted. However, it must be acknowledged that it is difficult to collect comparable data across jurisdictions. Criminal sanctions are not straightforward, and cannot be simply measured by the jail time imposed. Moreover, collecting data in decentralised enforcement systems may be complex.

132. Further research is also needed to have more visibility on the individuals that engage in such conduct to define the right mix of sanctions in each jurisdiction. Indeed, cartels can be organised at various levels – not necessarily by senior executives – of the organisation, with individuals having different information as to the likelihood of detection and expected sanctions, as well as having different expectations as to the level of risks and rewards of engaging in anti-competitive conduct (Stephan and Nikpay, 2015[14]). The cost-benefit analysis for individuals varies according to their personal characteristics (e.g. risk aversion, specific monetary and career incentives, role in the organisation), as well as to the relevance of moral stigma.

133. When considering the introduction of criminal enforcement in existing antitrust regimes, as Kovacic (2016[23]) argues, it is important to gradually build institutions before changing the law in the books because of the institutional interdependence of different features of antitrust systems, and the risk of affecting broader enforcement mechanisms. The UK case is a clear example of the complexity deriving from the introduction of criminalisation and the need to continuously adjust it. Moreover, each jurisdiction should determine the “right mix of sanctions”, depending – among other factors – on social norms, legal framework, enforcement history, resources of competition agencies and the relationship between the competition agency and other prosecution authorities (OECD, 2005, pp. 26-27[2]).

134. The introduction of criminal enforcement also requires advocacy efforts to educate stakeholders and the general public, not only explaining why an anti-competitive conduct is harmful, but also to prove that criminal enforcement is needed from a deterrence and/or retribution perspective (Beaton-Wells and Haines, 2010[66]; O’Loughlin, 2016, pp. 136-143[67]). Political support is essential, and it ultimately depends on whether the government and society share a normative commitment to criminalisation (Beaton-Wells and Parker, 2013[20]). A lack of public support may also be reflected in the jury or courts’ reluctance to
convict cartel offenders, in particular with custodial sentences, which remain key to the deterrence objective of cartel criminalisation. It was also argued that competition authorities should develop a strong leadership and a credible record in imposing civil and administrative fines, before introducing criminal sanctions (Beaton-Wells and Parker, 2013[20]). Finally, lawmakers need to acknowledge that there will necessarily be a time lapse between the time criminalisation is introduced (with large investments of resources) and the benefits that it may achieve in terms of deterrence (Whelan, 2017[13]). Even in the United States the process was “gradual, progressive, and incremental” (O’Loughlin, 2016, p. 124[67]). In other words, as Kovacic noted (2016[23]), “success requires years (more precisely decades) of arduous, sustained effort.”

135. Introducing statutory criminal penalties without following up with actual criminal enforcement might convey a message of weakness of the competition authority and hence decrease (rather than increase) deterrence, insofar as it might even affect the credibility of administrative fines. Indeed, Professor Coffee (1992, p. 1889[68]) noted that “[t]he limited empirical evidence on public attitudes toward white-collar crimes suggests that the public learns what is criminal from what is punished, not vice versa”. The perceived lack of enforcement in some jurisdictions may derive from the introduction of criminalisation into legal systems in the absence of a domestic culture and support by decisive stakeholders (e.g. prosecution authorities, courts). Similarly, introducing criminalisation and then applying an initial moratorium or a transitional period for criminal enforcement may be counter-productive because it may not set the right message in terms of seriousness of the offence and commitment to prosecute these cases. Moreover, moratoria may not be a viable option in certain criminal regimes. Ultimately, it would be flawed introducing criminalisation to cure the problems of an ineffective administrative system, without ensuring significant criminal enforcement.

136. Furthermore, criminalisation increases the standard of proof and consequently the burden on competition agencies and/or prosecution authorities. So circumstantial evidence may not be sufficient to bring a criminal case, as shown in criminal jurisdictions where criminal convictions are essentially based on direct evidence. Therefore, should competition authorities be entrusted with the power to prosecute antitrust criminal offences, sufficient powers of investigation may be needed. These powers may require, in some cases, adjustments to institutional design.

137. Finally, institutional settings often require competition agencies to co-operate with other stakeholders within their own jurisdiction. Any form of co-operation adopted should ensure a sufficient degree of flexibility as to the various stakeholders involved as well as identifying enforcement priorities. Criminalisation also requires to re-think international co-operation, perhaps involving public prosecutors, who are entrusted with (exclusive) criminal law enforcement powers in many jurisdictions and have been so far less open to international debates (Calliari, 2015[28]).

138. To conclude, criminalisation can only work as a complement to other penalties imposed on companies, and only for hard core cartels. However, not all enforcement regimes are currently built for it. Political and social support is also essential and a focus – at least initially – on bid rigging, given the direct impact on taxpayers, can help to ensure that there is sufficient buy-in by key stakeholders and the general public. It is also crucial to constantly reassess the equilibrium within criminal enforcement and with (parallel) administrative/civil enforcement, both in terms of institutional settings and of sanctions that can be imposed.
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139 In New Zealand, the Commerce (Criminalisation of Cartels) Amendment Act 2019 was passed in April 2019 and will only enter into force in April 2021 (see https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/business/competition-regulation-and-policy/reviews-of-the-commerce-act-1986/criminalisation-of-cartels-2018/).

140 Another way to ensure sufficient buy-in is to focus on cases concerning goods sold or services provided to consumers.
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